NAME OF COLLECTION: Vasiliii A. MAKLAKOV: Papers of the Committee to Honor his Memory

SOURCE: Gift of A.P. Vel'min

SUBJECT: Emigration to France

DATES COVERED: 1957-1958

NUMBER OF ITEMS: 15

STATUS: (check appropriate description)
Cataloged: __ Listed: ___ Arranged: x Not organized: ___

CONDITION: (give number of vols., boxes, or shelves)
Bound: _______ Boxed: _______ Stored: _______

LOCATION: (Library) BAR CALL-NUMBER Gen Ms Coll/Maklakov Committee

RESTRICTIONS ON USE: None

DESCRIPTION: Papers of the Committee to Honor the Memory of V.A. Maklakov (Komitet po chestovovaniu pamiati Vasiliia Alekseevicha Maklakova), consisting of minutes of meetings, clippings, invitations, and manuscripts about Maklakov.